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Abstract— System identification techniques have been suc-
cessfully used to obtain linear dynamic plasma response models
around a particular equilibrium in different tokamaks. This
paper identifies a two-time-scale dynamic model of the rota-
tional transform ι profile and βN in response to the electric
field due to induction as well as to heating and current drive
(H&CD) systems based on experimental data from DIII-D. The
control goal is to regulate the plasma ι profile and βN around a
particular target value. A singular value decomposition (SVD)
of the plasma model at steady state is carried out to decouple the
system and identify the most relevant control channels. A mixed
sensitivity H∞ control design problem is solved to determine
a stabilizing feedback controller that minimizes the reference
tracking error and rejects external disturbances with minimal
control energy. The feedback controller is augmented with
an anti-windup compensator, which keeps the given controller
well-behaved in the presence of magnitude constraints in the
actuators and leaves the nominal closed-loop unmodified when
no saturation is present. Experimental results illustrate the
performance of the proposed controller, which is one of the first
profile controllers integrating magnetic and kinetic variables
ever implemented in DIII-D.

I. INTRODUCTION

The tokamak, one of the most common devices for
controlled nuclear fusion, is used to magnetically confine
an ionized hydrogen gas, known as plasma, in a toroidal
geometry in order to facilitate fusion reactions. The shape
of the toroidal current density profile as a function of the
tokamak’s minor radius is critical for the development and
sustainment of self-generated non-inductive current, which
in turn serves as the enabler for steady-state operation. The
current density profile is intimately related to the rotational
transform ι profile, which is defined as the inverse of the
safety factor q profile, which in turn is defined as the ratio
of the number of times a magnetic field line goes toroidally
around the tokamak to the number of times it goes around
poloidally. The parameter βN , defined as the normalized ratio
between the internal kinetic pressure of the plasma and the
external pressure of the magnetic field, is a key measure
of performance used to gauge progress toward developing a
power-producing fusion reactor. Therefore, real-time control
of the ι profile and βN is of paramount importance.
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As an alternative to first-principles modeling, system
identification methods [1] have been successfully applied in
different tokamaks. In the JET tokamak, a two-time-scale
linear system has been used to describe the magnetic profiles
around certain quasi-steady-state trajectories [2], [3]. By
using input/output (I/O) diagnostic data, the current profile
dynamic model has been identified for ASDEX Upgrade [4].
System identification experiments have been previously car-
ried out on DIII-D [5] by the authors to develop identified
models of the toroidal rotation profile [6] and the rotational
transform profile [7].

This paper aims at designing a real-time ι profile and
βN integrated controller based on linear identified dynamic
models from DIII-D. To cope with the slow dynamic of the
magnetic parameter ι and the fast dynamic of the kinetic
parameter βN , the model identification procedure makes
use of the timescale difference to produce a two-time-scale
model. A singular value decomposition (SVD) [8] is used to
decouple the system and identify the most relevant control
channels at steady state. The mixed sensitivity H∞ control
method [9] is applied to synthesize a linear closed-loop
controller. The feedback controller is then augmented with an
anti-windup compensator [10], [11], which keeps the given
controller well-behaved in the presence of actuator satura-
tion. A profile control experiment integrating magnetic and
kinetic variables for DIII-D in high-confinement mode (H-
mode) illustrates the performance of the proposed controller.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
system identification procedure for the DIII-D tokamak is
briefly described, and an integrated two-time-scale dynamic
model of the ι profile and βN is developed. In Section III,
the design of the plasma control algorithm is described.
Computer simulation and experimental results from the DIII-
D tokamak are presented in Section IV. Section V states the
conclusions.

II. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION ON DIII-D

System identification for the plasma rotational transform
profile ι(ρ̂) is carried out with 5 Galerkin coefficients [2],
[3], [6], [7] computed at ρ̂ = 0.2,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.8. The pa-
rameter ρ̂ is defined as ρ̂ = ρ

ρb
, where ρ is the mean

geometric minor radius of the flux surface, i.e., πBφ ,0ρ2 =Φ.
The parameter Φ is the toroidal magnetic flux, and Bφ ,0 is the
magnetic field at the geometric major radius. The parameter
ρb is the mean geometric minor radius of the last closed
magnetic flux surface.



To collect the data for system identification a number
of discharges were run with identical ramp-up phases and
different modulations of the various actuators around refer-
ence values during the flat-top phase [5]. The neutral beam
injection (NBI), and electron cyclotron (EC) systems pro-
vided the heating and non-inductive current drive sources for
these experiments. Available beam-lines and gyrotrons were
grouped to form, together with Ip, five independent H&CD
actuators: (i) plasma current Ip, (ii) co-current NBI power
PCO, (iii) counter-current NBI power PCT , (iv) balanced NBI
power PBL, and (v) total EC power from all gyrotrons PEC.

The relation between inputs and outputs is assumed as

y(t) = yFF +∆y(t) = PFF(uFF)+P∆u(t), (1)

where PFF represents the relationship between the ref-
erence feedforward input uFF and reference feedforward
output yFF . The variable ∆y(t) denotes the deviation out-
put defined as ∆y(t) = [∆ι(t), ∆βN(t)] = y(t)− yFF , with
y(t) = [ι(0.2, t) ι(0.4, t) ι(0.5, t) ι(0.6, t) ι(0.8, t), βN(t)]T .
The variable ∆u denotes the deviation input defined as
∆u = u− uFF with u = [Ip, PCO, PCT , PBL, PEC]. The linear
model P is identified from experimental data using the
prediction error method (PEM) according to a least squares
fit criterion [1], and is expressed in state space form

∆ι̇(t) = A11∆ι(t)+A12∆βN(t)+B1∆u(t)

ε∆β̇N(t) = A21∆ι(t)+A22∆βN(t)+B2∆u(t), (2)

where the parameter ε represents the typical ratio between
the energy confinement time and the characteristic resistive
diffusion time. By defining an additional independent vari-
able τ = t/ε to describe the fast dynamics while t describes
the slow dynamics, the model can be expressed as a sum of
a fast and a slow component depending on τ and t. Because
there is no term of ε in the ∆ι̇(t) expansion, ∆ι(t) has only
a slow evolution. As in [5], the model can be expressed as
a slow model,

∆ι̇(t) = As∆ι(t)+Bs∆us(t) ∆βNs =Cs∆ι +Ds∆us, (3)

and a fast model,

∆β̇N f (t) = A f ∆βN f (t)+B f ∆u f (t), (4)

where ∆βNs and ∆βN f are the slow and fast parts of ∆βN ,
and ∆us and ∆u f are the slow and fast parts of ∆u.

In this work, we combine the slow model (3) and the
fast model (4) with a first order low-pass filter to obtain the
overall plant P. The lowest frequency at which the inputs
could be filtered while retaining a good fit of the unfiltered
ι data by the slow model in DIII-D was found to be around
1 Hz [5]. The filter is written as

Ẋ f ilter =−2πX f ilter +2π∆u[
∆us
∆u f

]
=

[
I
−I

]
X f ilter +

[
0
I

]
∆u, (5)

where X f ilter is the state, and I is the identity matrix.
Substituted (5) into (3) and (4), the ι and βN combined model

can be obtained as ∆ι̇

∆β̇N f
Ẋ f ilter

=

As 0 Bs
0 A f −B f
0 0 −2π

 ∆ι

∆βN f
X f ilter

+
 0

B f
2π

∆u

= A

 ∆ι

∆βN f
X f ilter

+B∆u

[
∆ι

∆βN

]
=

[
I 0 0

Cs I Ds

] ∆ι

∆βN f
X f ilter

=C

 ∆ι

∆βN f
X f ilter

 . (6)

More details on the system identification procedure can be
obtained from our previous work [6], [7].

III. CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

A MIMO H∞ controller based on the overall dynamic
model (6) is described in this section. The control algorithm
is summarized by the following steps: (1) decouple the
system at steady state and identify the most relevant control
channels (Section III-A), (2) design an H∞ controller K̂
ignoring control input saturation (Section III-B), (3) add the
anti-windup compensator AW to minimize the adverse effect
of any control input saturation (Section III-C).

A. Singular Value Decomposition

The relation between the inputs and the outputs in the
linear dynamic model (6) can be expressed in terms of its
transfer function P(s), i.e.,

∆Y (s)
∆U(s)

= P(s) =C(sI−A)−1B (7)

where s denotes the Laplace variable and ∆Y (s) and ∆U(s)
denote the Laplace transforms of the output ∆y and the input
∆u respectively. Assuming a constant target ∆ȳtar and closed-
loop stabilization, the system will reach steady state as t→∞.
It is possible to define ∆ȳ= limt→∞ ∆y(t), ∆ū= limt→∞ ∆u(t),
and ē = limt→∞ e(t) = ∆ȳtar − ∆ȳ. Therefore, under these
assumptions the closed-loop system is specified by

∆ȳ = P̄∆ū =−CA−1B∆ū ∆ū = ¯̂Kē = ¯̂K (∆ȳtar−∆ȳ) , (8)

where K̂(s) represents the transfer function of the to-be-
designed controller and ¯̂K = K̂(0).

In order to weight the control effort and tracking error, two
positive definite weighting matrices R∈ℜm×m and Q∈ℜp×p

are introduced to the system, where p = 6 is the number of
outputs and m = 5 is the number of inputs. We then define
the “weighted” steady-state transfer function, and its singular
value decomposition (SVD) as P̃ = Q1/2P̄R−1/2 = USV T ,
where S = diag(σ1,σ2, · · · ,σm)∈ℜm×m, U ∈ℜp×m (UTU =
I), and V ∈ ℜm×m (V TV = VV T = I). The steady-state
input-output relation is expressed as ∆ȳ = Q−1/2P̃R1/2∆ū =
Q−1/2USV T R1/2∆ū. By invoking the properties of the SVD,
the matrix Q−1/2US defines a basis of the steady-state output
values, and the matrix R−1/2V defines a basis of the steady-
state input values. A square decoupled system is obtained,
and a one-to-one relationship between the inputs and outputs
of the decoupled system is expressed as



Fig. 1. H∞ control formulation.

∆ȳ∗= S−1UT Q1/2
∆ȳ= S−1UT Q1/2Q−1/2USV T R1/2

∆ū=∆ū∗,

where ∆ȳ∗ = S−1UT Q1/2∆ȳ and ∆ū∗ =V T R1/2∆ū. By defin-
ing ∆ȳ∗tar = S−1UT Q1/2∆ȳtar, the steady state tracking error
is written as

ē = lim
t→∞

e(t) = ∆ȳtar−∆ȳ = Q−1/2US(∆ȳ∗tar−∆ȳ∗). (9)

Substituting this expression into performance index, we can
obtain the steady state cost function J̄:

J̄ = (∆ȳ∗tar−∆ȳ∗)T S2(∆ȳ∗tar−∆ȳ∗) =
m

∑
i=1

σ
2
i (∆ȳ∗tari

−∆ȳ∗i )
2.

It is usually the case where σ1 > · · ·σk � σk+1 > · · · >
σm > 0. Therefore, it is possible that with the intent of
minimizing J̄ we will spend a lot of control effort to
minimize the ith component of the tracking error, for i > k,
which has a very small contribution to the overall value
of the cost function. To avoid spending a lot of control
effort for a marginal improvement of the cost function value,
we partition the singular value set into significant singular
values Ss and negligible singular values Sn [8]. We can
write U =

[
Us Un

]
, V =

[
Vs Vn

]
, S = diag(Ss, Sn)≈

diag(Ss, 0), and approximate the cost function J̄ by

J̄s =
k

∑
i=1

σ
2
i (∆ȳ∗tari

−∆ȳ∗i )
2 = (∆ȳ∗tars −∆ȳ∗s )

T S2
s (∆ȳ∗tars −∆ȳ∗s ),

where ∆ȳ∗tars = S−1
s UT

s Q1/2∆ȳtar, ∆ȳ∗s = S−1
s UT

s Q1/2∆ȳ, ē∗s =
∆ȳ∗tars −∆ȳ∗s and ∆ū∗s = V T

s R1/2∆ū. The matrix basis reduce
to Q−1/2UsSs and R−1/2Vs, and the decoupled system,

PDC = S−1
s UT

s Q1/2PR−1/2Vs, (10)

represents a one-to-one relationship between the inputs ∆ū∗s
and the outputs ∆ȳ∗s .

B. Design of the Mixed Sensitivity H∞ Controller

The mixed sensitivity H∞ method is used to design the
plasma controller. The design is based on the decoupled
plasma model (10) and ignores control input saturation. The
structure of the proposed controller is shown in Fig. 1, where
two frequency-dependent weighting functions, Wp and Wu,
are introduced for the tracking error and the input effort. The
signals of the general control configuration are defined as
the control input is ∆u∗s , the tracking error e∗s , the exogenous
reference is ∆y∗tars , and the external performance signal is
[Z1, Z2]

T = [Wpe∗s , Wu∆u∗s ]
T .

The feedback system shown in Fig. 1, now expressed
in the conventional P∗ − K robust control framework, is
shown in Fig. 2, where P∗ is the generalized plant and

Fig. 2. Model in P∗−K control framework.

K is the feedback controller. Using the Laplace Transform
we can obtain a frequency-domain representation of the
overall system. The plant P∗(s) is the transfer function from
the input signals [∆y∗Ttars , ∆u∗Tds

, ∆y∗Tds
, ∆us

∗T , ]T to the output
signals [ZT

1 , ZT
2 , e∗Ts ]T and expressed as Z1

Z2
e∗s

=P∗(s)


∆y∗tars
∆u∗ds
∆y∗ds
∆u∗s

=

[
P̃11(s) P̃12(s)
P̃21(s) P̃22(s)

]
∆y∗tars
∆u∗ds
∆y∗ds
∆u∗s


ũ = K(s)ẽ. (11)

The closed-loop transfer function from input signals w =
[∆y∗Ttars , ∆u∗Tds

, ∆y∗Tds
]T to output signals z = [Z1, Z2] is given

by the lower linear fractional transformation (LFT), i.e.,

Tzw = Fl(P∗,K) = P̃11 + P̃12K(I− P̃22K)−1P̃21. (12)

We define the sensitivity function Ms = (I +PDCK)−1, and
write the closed-loop transfer function as

Tzw = Fl(P∗,K) =

[
WpMs −WpMsPDC −WpMs

WuKMs −WuKMs −WuKMs

]
.

We seek a controller K(s) that stabilizes the system and
minimizes the H∞ norm of the transfer function Tzw(P∗,K),

min
K(s)
‖Tzw(P∗,K)‖∞=min

K(s)
(sup

ω

σ̄ [Tzw(P∗,K)( jω)]) (13)

where σ̄ represents the maximum singular value. This state-
ment defines a mixed sensitivity H∞ control problem, where
the goal is to minimize the tracking error while using as little
feedback control effort as possible. The frequency response
of the magnitude of the maximum singular value of the upper
bounds 1/Wp and 1/Wu along with the achieved transfer
functions Ms, KMs, and MsPDC computed with the feedback
controller K are shown in Fig. 3. As can be seen from
Fig. 3 (a-b), the frequency responses of the magnitudes of the
closed-loop transfer functions are very close to their respec-
tive upper bounds, and the tracking goal of the closed-loop
system with minimum control energy is therefore achieved.
From Fig. 3 (c), we find that the controller can successfully
reject input disturbances at low frequencies but it cannot
reject input disturbances at some higher frequencies.

The input applied to the original system P is ∆u, and
the measurement available from the P is the error signal
e. Therefore, we must convert the input and output of
the controller to these signals. This is accomplished with
the relationships e∗s = S−1

s UT
s Q1/2e and ∆u = R−1/2Vs∆u∗s .
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Fig. 3. Maximum singular value diagram of: (a) inverse of performance weight 1/Wp and sensitivity function Ms, (b) inverse of performance weight
1/Wu and control sensitivity function KMs, and (c) inverse of performance weight 1/Wp and process sensitivity function MsPDC .

Fig. 4. DIII-D ι-profile control system architecture.

Finally, the overall plasma rotational transform ι profile and
βN controller for system P can be written as

K̂(s) =
∆U(s)
E(s)

= R−1/2VsK(s)S−1
s UT

s Q1/2 (14)

where ∆U(s) denotes the Laplace transform of ∆u(t), and
E(s) denotes the Laplace transform of e(t).

C. Design of the Anti-windup Compensator

The input saturation of each channel in DIII-D is shown
in Table I. At the moment of designing the H∞ controller,
the actuator saturations were not considered. As a result of
saturation, the actual plant input may be different from the
output of the controller. When this happens, the controller
output does not drive the plant and as a result, the states
of the controller are wrongly updated, which can cause the
behavior of the system to deteriorate dramatically, or even
become unstable. The goal is to design an anti-windup com-
pensator that works with the H∞ controller to keep it well-
behaved and avoid undesirable oscillations when saturation
is present. The anti-windup augmentation is written as

ẋaw = Aawxaw +Baw(û−u)+ γ(u, û)λ

s =Cawxaw +Daw(û−u) (15)

λ =−cxaw−Aawxaw−Baw(û−u)

TABLE I
ACTUATOR LIMITS IN DIII-D

Channel Actuator Min Max Units
1 Ip 0.3 1.5 MA
2 Co-beam Power 0 12.5 MW
3 Ct-beam Power 0 5 MW
4 Balanced-beam Power 0 2.5 MW
5 Total EC Power 0.3 3 MW

TABLE II
THE VALUES OF INPUT DISTURBANCES

∆Ipd ∆PCOd ∆PCTd ∆PBLd ∆PECd
0.1 MA 0.1 MW 0 MW -0.1 MW 0MW

where c is a positive constant, γ(u, û) = 1 if u = û and 0
otherwise. The saturation function û is defined as

û = satumax
umin

(u) =

 umax if umax < u
u if umin < u < umax
umin if u < umin

, (16)

where umax and umin is the maximum and minimum satura-
tion limit. In our case, we decided to choose Aaw, Baw, Caw,
and Daw equal to the matrices of the plant P in (6) [10], [11].

The whole control system including the MIMO H∞ con-
troller and the anti-windup compensator is shown in Fig. 4.
The proposed feedforward + feedback control scheme has
been tested in simulations and experiments.

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS

In order to obtain relevant simulation results, we choose
the same feedforward control inputs and input disturbances in
both experiment and simulation. The reference feedforward
inputs are Ip = 0.9 MA, PCO = 1.9838 MW, PCT = 0 MW,
PBL = 2 MW, and PEC = 1.4415 MW. The input disturbances
∆ud = [∆Ipd , ∆PCOd , ∆PCT d , ∆PBLd , ∆PECd ]

T , shown in Ta-
ble II, are applied at t = 3 s. The feedback control component
∆u is turned on and off throughout the discharge as

∆u =


OFF 0 to 2.5 second
ON 2.5 to 4.75 second
OFF 4.75 to 5 second
ON 5 to 6 second

. (17)

Due to the large difference between plasma resistivity at
the center and at the edge, the current density rapidly
equilibrates at the edge, and evolves slowly in the center.
Because it is difficult to control the ι values in the center
of the plasma, it is possible that we spend a lot of control
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Fig. 5. DIII-D shot 147707: ι profile and βN control – (a) Reference (FF), simulated (FF+FB), requested experimental (FF+FB) and achieved experimental
(FF+FB) inputs, (b) Experimental (FF+FB), simulated (FF+FB) and reference (FF) ι target profile at ρ̂ = 0.2,0.4,0.5,0.6,0.8 and βN .

effort to minimize the tracking error at ι(0.2, t) without any
significant improvement in overall performance. Therefore,
we take Q = diag([0.05, 0.1, 1, 1, 1, 1]) to reduce the
weights of the tracking errors of ι(0.2, t) and ι(0.4, t). The
plasma current Ip plays the most significant role in the
ι profile, and the counter-current beam was not available
in the experiment; therefore, the matrix is set as R =
diag([0.1, 0.25, 1000, 0.5, 0.25]). The parameter c in (15)
is set as 0.1 to make xaw converge to zero arbitrarily fast
(ẋaw = −cxaw), and therefore to reset the state of the anti-
windup compensator, when no actuator saturation is present.
The experimental time interval is [ti, t f ] = [2.5, 6], and this
same time interval is chosen for the simulation study. In
order to compare simulation and experimental results, we
plot them in the same pictures (Fig. 5).

A. Closed-loop Simulation
In the first 0.5 second of the simulation, the controller

effectively regulates ι and βN around the target values,
afterwards the controller tries to reject the input disturbance.
The simulated results (red dashed lines) with disturbance are
shown in Fig. 5. The simulated plasma current Ip is shown
in Fig. 5 (a.1), and the beam and total gyrotron powers are
shown in Fig. 5 (a.2)-(a.5). The input disturbance is rejected
quickly, and the plasma current, beams and gyrotron are not
saturated during the simulation. The simulated outputs (red

dashed lines) are shown in Fig. 5 (b). In the first 0.5 second,
the regulation results are very good for all control points.
When the disturbance is switched on at t = 3 s, ι(0.6, t),
ι(0.8, t) ramp up and βN decreases. Due to the weight matrix
Q, control effort is mainly applied to the edge value of the
ι profile and βN . The controller rejects the effects of the
input disturbance and fixes the errors quickly. The ι values
at ρ̂ = 0.5,0.6,0.8 and βN come back to the target values
at around t = 4.5 s. When the controller is turned off at
t = 4.75 s, the ι values and βN drift away from the target
values again. In the last second, the feedback controller is
turned on again and the tracking errors become much smaller.

B. Closed-loop Experiments on DIII-D
Shot # 147707 was used to test the combined controller

for ι profile and βN . Fig. 5 (a) shows the feedforward
(black dotted line), requested feedforward+feedback (dotted-
dashed line) and achieved feedforward+feedback (solid blue
lines) physical actuations during the experiment. The plasma
current (Fig. 5 (a.1)) and the beams (Fig. 5 (a.2)-(a.4))
successfully followed the requested values without exhibiting
any saturation. The EC, used for plasma heating, was off
during the experiment. This, combined with the lack of
counter-injection beams, made the control of the inner ι

profile very difficult. It can be noted from Fig. 6 (a) that
it was indeed not possible to reproduce the target profile in
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Fig. 6. Experimental ι(ρ̂) profile at time t= 2.538, 3.018, 4.018, 4.758, 5.018, 5.998 seconds from DIII-D shot # 147707.

the center of the plasma (ι(0.2, t)) at the beginning of the
closed-loop control experiment (t = 2.5 s). The difference
between achieved and requested values of PEC (Fig. 5 (a.5))
can be interpreted as an additional disturbance to be rejected
by the controller. The experimental outputs (solid blue lines)
are shown in Fig. 5 (b). Note that both the ι profile and βN
recovered their target values after the transient produced by
the injection of disturbances at t = 3 s. When the controller
was turned off at t = 4.75 s, the actuator values drifted away
from the feedforward values immediately and a tracking error
became noticeable particularly for βN and the outer ι profile.
Finally, the feedback controller was turned on at t = 5 s
and drove back the ι profile and βN to their target values,
rejecting once again the effects of the input disturbance. A
series of six plasma profiles at different times are shown
in Fig. 6. After the input disturbances were applied to the
tokamak, these tracking errors became larger, as shown in
Fig. 6 (b). As time went on in shot # 147707, the tracking
errors became smaller as shown in Fig. 6 (c), (d) thanks
to the action of the feedback controller. When the feedback
controller was turned off, the tracking errors increased once
again as shown in Fig. 6 (e) before finally recovered after
the controller was turned back on as shown in Fig. 6 (f).

V. CONCLUSION

An H∞, model-based, MIMO, ι-profile and βN controller
has been designed for the DIII-D tokamak. The design is
based on a two-time-scale linear dynamic plasma response
model around a reference profile during the current flat-
top phase. The feedback controller can regulate the system
around the target, which is close to the reference equilibrium,
even in the presence of various disturbances. The proposed

controller, which has been tested experimentally in H-mode
on DIII-D, represents one of the first profile controllers
integrating magnetic and kinetic variables ever implemented
in DIII-D. Because of the lack of counter beam and EC
power, the inner ι was not well controlled. The improvement
of inner ι profile control is part of our future work.
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